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ABSTRACT

We report here the first investigation of muon decay from muo-

molecular states. We present [jreliminary results for the (du~d) systems.

This may be of Importance in the context of fusion by muon catalysis.
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Muons bound in hydrogenic molecules generate considerable interest by

virtue of their catalytic role in facilitating sub-harrier fusion of the

constituent nuclei . This is due to the small dimensions of such

molecules.

The decay rate of muons bound in atomic states is different from that

of the free muon and has been previously investigated , although the difference

is small for light atoms. Physically, we expect the decay probability of muons

In bound states in exotic molecules also to be lesa than the free muon decay

rate, due to reduction of available energy due to binding, and modification

of the muon wave function. If this is found to be the case, the rauon may

have a larger possibility of catalysing fusion than hitherto expected. In

addition, the distribution of the muonic charge in the molecular state may

cause differences in the rate quite distinct from the spherically symmetric

atomic case. The well-known differences between electromagnetic processes

occurring from molecular and atomic cases further motivated us to search for

any such effects in muonic decay rates.

rate for (du d) and

We would like to mention also the finding of the enhanced formation

t) systems leading to renewed Interest in harnessing

muon catalysed fusion ' . If the muon longevity is also increased in

such muo-mo.lecular systems, as compared to the free muon lifetime, this could

further enhance the V~ catalysed fusion rate.

While muonic lifetime In atomic states has previously been determined

experimentally and theoretically, there has been no separate investigation of tnuon

decay rates in molecular states, although the capture rate from (pV~p) has

been measured • We report here the first investigation of muon decay from

muo-molecular states. It may be mentioned that existing experimental data on

muon catalysed fusion and mesomolecule formation and muon capture rates may

Perhaps be re-analysed to detect muon decay from (dV*~d) experimentally.

We have investigated the problem in the usual manner for calculating

bound muon decay rates. The matrix element for bound muon decay is

proportional to the Fourier transform of the bound muon wave function. The

decay is as

u~ -*- e~ + v,. + v • (l)

** Permanent address: Physics Department, Jadavpur University,
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The weak Interaction is taken to be of the usual (V-A) local It-Fermi type and

nuclear recoil is included.
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In this preliminary calculation, we make the approximation that the

electron in the final state is described by a plane wave. However, it is

well-known that for muon decay from atomic case, Coulomb interactions of the

electron with the nucleus cause corrections of order a to the decay rate.

For simplicity we do not consider these effects now.

6}
For the muon wave function we use the adiabatic hypothesis which

is not uncommon for muonic molecules.

2.

a-

THE DECAY RATE

The decay rate of the bound muon may be written as

d3p d3m

spins

(2)

k = four momentum corresponding to initial muon, q = four momentum transferred

to the neutrinos

f-y*> c—'-n .3
d r (6)

k1 = three momentum carried by the nucleons and la integrated over. >iJ (r-)

is the bound state wave function of the muon in configuration space. We t reat

the neutrinos and the electron as massless. and integrate over the outgoing

electron momentum.

To evaluate -., we use the adiabtic approximation and treat the nuclei

as stationary. We take I(I (r) to depend on the muon co-ordinates only.

Following the technique of Ref.fi used for the case of the hydrogtn
molecular ion, we suppose $ (r) to be a superposition of atomic wave functions
with the approximate modification factor obtained by the variational method.

Thus v

,3/2
(7)

k' is the momentum of the C M . of the recoiling nuclei.

P,i_, m are the three momenta of the electron and the two neutrinos,

respectively. p.Jl, m are four momenta corresponding to the final leptons,

Q is the initial four momentum. M . is the matrix element taken between

Initial and final states. The dominant term of H. is the four-Fermi local
•7) int

(V-A) term

H. .
int f [*

^2
(3)

where

°o = Ya ^ " T 5 ^ a n d i = m u o n momentum (!i)

Subscripts refer to the particles.

The neutrino and (u-e) parts of |M ,| are evaluated separately.

The neutrino spins are averaged over and the neutrino momenta integrated over

aa in the case of free muon decay . This yields

>„ >•

r , r are distances of the muon from the tvo lucleons. These are subsequently

expressed in spherical polar co-ordinates, S is the exchange integral given

by

R = internuclear separation.

As is customary for muonic bound states we take

m = 1, •*• = c = 1, e 2 = 1/137, so a = 1/13T .

We use Y matrixHenceforth we deal with homonuclear molecules,

conventions as in Ref-T-

Thus using a plane wave for the outgoing electron, the decay rate

can be calculated analytically. After performing phase space calculations

along the line of Ref.8, we obtain the following modification to the decay rate:

,5 1 -
2a (1 + S'(oR))

(1 + S(aR))
(9)
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where R is the inter-nuclear separation, and

S'(ccR) = e'^d + aR - (aR)2/3).

For the mean internuclear distance, R = 2.12/a , we get:

6L ,/Q.
mol :

., = (W m n l )
5 [1 - 1.52 a2] .free mol

(10)

It IB interesting to compare this result with what is found for a muon

"bound in an atom with a parallel approximation. From Ref.8 this is

El - 2 a ] (11)

(W , or W , refers to available energy in the two cases.)mol at

We thus conclude that molecular structure affects significantly the
2

decay rate. We mention again that additional effects of order a are to ~os

expected from the electron interaction with the nucleus and from relativlstic

effects in the muon wave-function. We hope to present in the near future a

full treatment of the 0(a ) effects on muon decay from molecular states.
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